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NEPAL
EARTHQUAKE
dZi partner
communities

7.8
MAGNITUDE

quake severely damaged
homes and public
infrastructure in dZi partner
communities

Nationwide

8,800

people died and
22,300 people
AND MORE injured

dZi Foundation

7,000

36

were destroyed, leaving
around 1.5 million
SCHOOLS students without a safe
place to study

government
schools destroyed

2,164

students left without
safe classrooms to
study in

unsafe

500,000

1,740

Miraculously there were
no casualties in dZi
partner communities.

homes were destroyed and 250,000
were partially damaged in an instant,
leaving 2.8 million homeless

houses rendered
unsafe to live in

Landslides threaten
cropland and entire
communities

RELIEF PHASE
Nationwide

dZi Foundation
dZi partner
communities

$

3,285

distributed to dZi partner communities
and surrounding areas, providing 12,000
TARPS people with temporary shelter

Volunteer organizations formed across the
country providing immediate relief supplies
and raised funds.

$
$
CUSTOMS

Government support,
International aid groups and relief
agencies descended upon Nepal.

Developed a design for
temporary schools that used
roofing tin, to be later recycled
in new school buildings

Relief materials were stuck at
the customs office and along the
border for weeks.

Trained community
members how to construct
temporary schools

6 magn

Aftershocks continue to rock
the country, many exceeding
6.0 in magnitude

40

Nepal Army and Police forces
provide the bulk of rescue
operations and help
coordinate relief efforts.

temporary schools
constructed, 2608
students were given a
safe place to study before
the monsoon rains began

$
$

...

of materials
32,560
transported to
KILOGRAMS

project sites via
jeeps, porters,
and mules

...

$

$ 4.1

pledged in aid by
the international
BILLION USD community

2,502

$150

distributed per
household to
USD purchase emergency
shelter materials

community members
attended 69
neighborhood level
meetings to assess
damage and create an
action plan.

Communities expressed that
their greatest needs were school
construction, income generation,
drinking water and learning how
to construct safe homes

RECONSTRUCTION PHASE
Nepal faces political challenges in the months after the quake.
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Nepal’s Southern plains erupt into
violent protest, fueled by
dissatisfaction with the new
constitution.

An unofficial blockade of all
supplies coming in from India
begins, ceasing the flow of nearly
all reconstruction materials, fuel,
and basic supplies to Kathmandu.

The blockade continues, and a robust
black market develops. The blockade
causes greater economic damage to
Nepal than the earthquake and
severely delaying reconstruction

The unofficial border blockade
finally opens after 5 months

THE DZI FOUNDATION RESPONSE

$5,000

provided as
small grants to
USD 19 hard-hit
neighborhoods.

9

Nepal Government approves our
quake-safe designs and
construction officially begins.

438

local farmers requested
crops as dZi rapidly
expanded participation
in income generation
programs

$70,500

worth of assistance
pledged by community
USD members as contribution
for school construction.

new quake-safe schools to
be constructed by July 2016

167

farmers trained on
how to grow the
lucrative crops of
ginger and turmeric.

dZi quake-safe school designs
are adopted by the Nepal
Government as examples for
rural schools nationwide

Bloomberg

TOILETS
NOT TARPS

dZi’s work after the quake was
profiled in Bloomberg Businessweek

The Solukhumbu district Government
officially recognizes dZi for our work
supporting quake victims.

THE FUTUREPHASE
RECONSTRUCTION

Continue our successful income
generation projects to help community
members rebuild on their own terms. This
will include supporting market linkages,
new crops, and irrigation projects.

4,783

people to be supported by
expanding our working
area to include another
two communities

Increasing our fundraising
efforts to meet the tremendous
and growing need in Nepal.

50

local masons to be
trained on
earthquake-safe
home construction

6

22

damaged drinking water
projects to be
reconstructed by 2017

more schools to be
constructed over the next
two years, bringing safe
classrooms to an additional
1,068 students.

We will continue to refine and expand our proven
Deep Development programming, working in partnership
with communities to increase prosperity, health, education
and preparedness for future shocks.

